
CASE STUDIES 

SUPPLIES AND DELIVERIES SCHEDULING  SOLUTION 



The mall’s management experienced gaps in controlling and coordinating inbound and 

outbound deliveries. Some of these gaps were evident in the management and coordi-

nation of suppliers, (Emails and Telephone Calls were used as primary modes of com-

munication and coordination) inefficiencies in delivery clearance processes due to the 

primarily manual processes and procedures that led to traffic buildup at entry points 

during busy hours.  

This also impacted key client businesses that manifested as unavailability of critical 

goods and services and high operational costs. Additionally, the client had gaps in the 

assurance of compliance to security policies, processes, and guidelines, high operat-

ing costs, and poor visibility on operational performance due to lack of timely data for 

management information and decision-making 

THE GAPS 

Our Client is a premier shopping mall located in the beautiful leafy suburbs of Karen, Nai-

robi. It caters to unique experiences and aims to trigger three of our five senses—Taste, 

Color, and Sound—all while placing importance on Real Estate in The Service of the 

Community.  It hosts over 85 premium stores that include a large Internationals Super-

market Chain and premium local and international brands  

THE SOLUTION 

We proposed an online deliveries management and coordination solution to the mall’s 

management. The solution involved the development of custom mobile and Web Tech-

nology solutions that would streamline its deliveries management processes. Compo-

nents of the solution Included An Android Application (White Labeled to the Client’s 

Brand and Colors) that would be used by its suppliers, internal staff, and tenant to sched-

ule Deliveries, A Mobile Application (based On SOJA Visitors Management Platform that 

would be used by the Security team to receive and process inbound and outbound deliv-

eries and a web platform for internal reporting and analytics.  
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The System has greatly enhanced operational efficiency at the mall. Deliveries are 
now seamlessly scheduled and approved. There is improved coordination between 
the Mall’s management and its Tenant and suppliers.  

The security team has been empowered and made more efficient. A reduction in 
Intensive manual registration and data collection has allowed contracted services 
providers to focus more on their core roles of providing security and risk manage-
ment services. There is marked improvement in adherence to security and opera-
tional policies, processes, and procedures.  

The Malls management now has improved visibility on this key operational process 
and has improved its coordination and relationship with its Tenants. 
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